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Abstract—Unbalanced traffic demands of different data center applications are an important issue in designing data center networks
(DCN). In this paper, we present our exploratory investigation on a hybrid DCN solution of utilizing wireless transmissions in DCNs. Our
work aims to solve the congestion problem caused by a few hot nodes to improve the global performance. We model the wireless
transmissions in DCN by considering both the wireless interference and the adaptive transmission rate. Besides, both throughput and
job completion time are considered to measure the impact of wireless transmissions on the global performance. Based on the model,
we formulate the problem of channel allocation as an optimization problem. We also design an approximation algorithm with an
approximation bound of 1/2 and a genetic algorithm to address the scheduling problem. A series of simulations are performed to
evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness of our wireless DCN scheme.
Index Terms—Data center networks, wireless communication, dynamic scheduling, evolutionary computing, genetic algorithms
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INTRODUCTION

W

the development of cloud computing, more and
more data centers are built to provide various
cloud applications such as search, e-mail, and distributed
file systems. As the infrastructure of data centers, data
center networks (DCN) are constructed to provide a
scalable structure and an adequate network capacity to
bear the services.
However, current DCN, which evolves from enterprise
LAN networks, comes across more and more difficulties
with the growth of cloud computing. To begin with, the
rapidly increasing size of data centers brings new challenges. Nowadays, large-scale data centers usually consist
of thousands of servers. For traditional Ethernet solutions,
expensive high-end switches and a huge number of wires
are necessary to support so many servers, which leads to a
lot of troubles in wiring and maintaining.
On the other hand, data center applications with unbalanced traffic distributions suffer from inadequate network capacity. Based on the traffic statistics obtained from a
real-world data center, typical data center applications such
as map-reduce [1] usually generate a traffic demand with
only a few nodes being hot (i.e., these nodes need to transmit
a large volume of traffic). Fig. 1 shows an example of traffic
demand matrix, where darker points stand for higher traffic
ITH
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demands. Although the matrix is quite sparse, those hot
nodes are likely to cause loss on edge links and, therefore,
put off the completion of a job. Furthermore, the nondeterministic distribution of hot nodes makes it impossible to set
up additional wired links in advance to relieve the
congestion. As a result, the network is prone to suffer from
hot spot congestion, which cannot be efficiently relived by
deterministic wired topology [2], [3], [4].
To solve these problems, we propose to utilize wireless
transmissions in DCNs. Compared with wired connections,
wireless links have advantages in several aspects. First, they
are free of wiring and, thus, the maintenance is much more
convenient. Second, direct links between servers are easy to
achieve with wireless techniques inside a data center, which
can avoid the extra cost in multihop transmissions. Third,
dynamic wireless connections can be set up on-demand.
Therefore, it is possible to adjust the topology dynamically
to provide more network capacity for hot nodes.
Moreover, the state-of-the-art high-frequency wireless
techniques [5] make it possible for wireless transmissions to
provide as enough bandwidth as Ethernet. In particular,
IEEE 802 has been working on the standards of the
communications at 60 GHz, named with IEEE 802.11ad.
Prototype devices have also been produced. In brief,
wireless transmissions offer an available solution for the
nondeterministic unbalanced traffic distribution of data
center applications.
Nevertheless, due to limited channel resources and their
susceptibility to interference, it is hard to build large-scale
data center networks with wireless alone. Based on these
observations mentioned above, we propose a hybrid DCN
solution in which wireless networks work as a supplementary of Ethernet structure to address the congestion
problem. By shifting the workload of hot nodes with
wireless communications, the performance of the hybrid
DCN can be significantly improved.
There are some challenges in the design of hybrid
DCNs. To begin with, wireless links should be arranged
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. Matrix of application demands between top of rack switches [6].

appropriately to improve the performance. A lot of factors
are involved in the wireless scheduling. For example,
wireless links should be set up to solve the congestion of
hot servers. Channels should be allocated to avoid interference between wireless links.
Besides, the scheduling of wireless communications
should coordinate with the ethernet transmissions. In other
words, the performance of wireless networks (typically
measured by throughput) and the global job completion
time should be jointly considered.
In this paper, we focus on the scheduling problem of
wireless transmissions in the hybrid DCN. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that gives detailed
technical approach of wireless DCN. Our contribution
mainly lies in the following aspects. First, we perform a
novel problem formulation for wireless DCN. A realistic
interference formalization and the adaptive transmission
rate are considered in the model. In addition, we also pay
attention to the coordination of the throughput of wireless
networks and the global job completion time. Second, we
design an approximation algorithm to tackle the channel
allocation problem and prove that the lower bound of the
algorithm performance is 1=2. Furthermore, we propose
another genetic-algorithm-based approach to provide high
efficiency in handling evolving traffic demands. Elaborate
simulations are conducted to evaluate algorithms and
demonstrate the performance enhancement resulted from
exploiting wireless transmissions in DCNs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the most related work. Our system modeling is
elaborated in Section 3. Section 4 describes the centralized
scheduling mechanism. The details of the our scheduling
algorithms are depicted in Sections 5 and 6. Simulation
methods and results are presented and analyzed in
Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

There has been a lot of research on the interconnection
architectures and the routing mechanisms of DCNs. Some
of them extend existing tree-based topologies to improve
scalability and throughput. Fat-tree [7] groups servers into
pods and establishes multiple paths between the core layer
and the aggregation layer of a typical tree-based data center
architecture. Based on the fat-tree topology, Portland [8] is
proposed to support various requirements of data center
applications such as virtual machine migration. VL2 [9] is
based on Clos Networks, in which new addressing and
routing mechanisms are designed to provide high capacity
and performance isolation between different services.
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Moreover, researchers also try to develop new topologies
rather than extend existing architectures. DCell [10] takes a
structure composed of one switch and k servers as a basic
unit and constructs high-level topologies recursively by
connecting basic units together with direct links between
servers. FiConn [11] is an extension of DCell but it only
utilizes the backup port of each server rather than add new
NICs. BCube [12] introduces more switches to improve the
bottleneck problem of DCell and develops a modularized
data center solution. It achieves load balancing and a graceful
performance degradation under various faulty conditions.
Besides the schemes based on Ethernet, work has also
been done to make use of other transmission media.
Ramachandran et al. [13] propose to employ 60-GHz
communications in DCNs. This work designs a clean-slate
wireless-based DCN architecture and presents a lot of
relevant challenges. However, it does not provide detailed
technical approaches. Flyway [6] is the first one that
combines wireless networks with existent Ethernet-based
DCNs. Yet, it only performs an initial problem formulation
and many important factors, such as interference, are not
considered in the scheduling mechanism. Our previous
works [14], [15] investigate the scheduling problem of
wireless DCN by considering both the limit of radios and
the wireless interference. However, only a node-exclusive
interference model is considered in the scheduling, which is
far from a real-world interference pattern. Another work
[16] addresses these problems with a physical interference
model and a genetic scheduling algorithm. In this paper, we
further extend this work.
In addition to wireless, there are some literatures that
propose to utilize optical circuit switches for high-speed
direct communications between racks [17], [18], [19]. In
general, all the work on optical-based DCN exploits
scheduling mechanisms that adapts optical circuit to traffic
demands to maximize the throughput. This idea is similar
to the scheduling schemes of wireless DCN.
Channel allocation is a well-known NP-hard problem
[20], and is usually handled by heuristic algorithms [21].
Queue theory is used to analyze and design the schedule
policies for maximum throughput in multihop radio networks [22]. Approaches based on genetic algorithm (GA)
have also been proposed to handle the channel allocation
problem in various wireless networks. Zomaya and Wright
[23] highlight the potential of using GA to deal with
wireless resource allocation and design a GA method with
an improved mutation operator to address the problem
efficiently. Patra et al. [24] improve the algorithm by
introducing a new pluck operator. Ding et al. [25] utilize
GA to assign partially overlapping channels in WMN. Our
approach is different from the existing ones in that the
channel allocation problem in a wireless DCN is different
from those in conventional wireless networks as mentioned
in Section 1. Moreover, we design our own crossover and
mutation operators to improve the performance of GA.

3

SYSTEM MODEL

3.1 Wireless Transmission
In this paper, we aim to propose a wireless DCN approach
such that the adoption of wireless transmissions should be
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independent of the implementation of a DCN. Therefore,
the basic unit of a wireless DCN should not be restricted to
be a server or a rack. Instead, we formalize it as an abstract
concept with the following definition.
Definition 1. A wireless transmission unit (WTU) refers to a
group of servers that use the same set of antennas to transmit
flows to other servers outside the group.
Typically, a rack is taken as a unit. For solutions that do
not adopt traditional tree-based topologies, we can map the
notion of wireless transmission unit to a specific structure in
the corresponding solution. For example, the BCube0
structure in BCube is an ideal candidate for a wireless
transmission unit.
Based on Definition 1, we divide the traffic in the
network into two categories: one is the interunit traffic and
the other is the intraunit traffic. Note that wireless links are
employed for transmitting the interunit traffic. Assume v1
and v2 are two units. Let tðv1 ; v2 Þ denote the traffic demand
from v1 to v2 . The distribution of interunit traffic can be
illustrated with a wireless transmission graph.
Definition 2. A wireless transmission graph is a directed
graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, where V denotes the set of units and E
denotes the set of flows.
Each node v in the graph corresponds to a physical unit
with antennas. We use !ðvÞ to denote the number of
antennas belonging to v. An edge e ¼ ðv1 ; v2 Þ presents in the
graph if and only if there is a flow from v1 to v2 .

3.2 Channel Allocation and Interference
For a given wireless transmission graph, channels are
assigned to the edges to bear the wireless transmissions. In
this paper, we assume that only orthogonal channels are
employed, i.e., transmissions on different channels would
not interfere with each other. Let C denote the set of
orthogonal channels. A channel allocation scheme can be
expressed with a binary matrix S, in which rows correspond to the set of flows E and columns correspond to the
set of channels C. If a channel c is assigned to flow e, the
value of Se;c is 1; otherwise, Se;c is 0.
If all the elements in a row of e are 0, it indicates that no
channel is allocated for e and we define e as an idle edge.
Otherwise, there is a channel assigned to e and we define e
as an active edge. Let Ea denote the set of active edges. Note
that a link can occupy at most one channel. In other words,
there is at most one nonzero element in each row of S.
One important issue in channel allocation is the possible
interference between wireless transmissions. We employ
the following definition to formulate the interference
relationship.
Definition 3. The conflict edge of e in a wireless transmission
graph is the edge whose transmission causes interference on e.
The determination of a conflict edge involves the
physical position of the transmitting nodes and the channel
assigned to the flows. With respect to physical position, we
adopt the interference range model, in which a sender
causes interference on the nodes inside its interference
range. Note that our model does not rely on certain antenna
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techniques. The interference range of the nodes with
omnidirectional antennas is usually defined as a unit disk
while that of directional antennas depends on the relative
position of two endpoints and the corresponding patterns.
Whichever antenna technique is utilized, we can just adopt
the corresponding interference range model to find the
conflict edge set of each edge.
Data transmissions in DCN should be reliable so
acknowledgement is required. We transmit data packets
and acknowledgement packets at reversed edges. Thus, the
transmission on an edge e ¼ ðv1 ; v2 Þ is unidirectional,
i.e., packets are only sent from v1 to v2 . Based on the
interference range of a node, we can induce the interference
range of an edge: An edge e ¼ ðv1 ; v2 Þ is in the transmission
range of edge e ¼ ð
v1 ; v2 Þ if v2 is in the transmission range
of v1 .
If e is in the transmission range of e, we consider e as the
potential conflict edge of e. If e is the potential conflict edge of
e and there exists a channel c such than Se;c ¼ Se;c ¼ 1, then
e is the conflict edge of e. Let ðeÞ denote the conflict edge
set of e and 0 ðeÞ be the potential conflict edge set. Since all
the nodes are static, potential conflict edge sets can be
precomputed for a given wireless transmission graph.

3.3 SINR and Data Rate
In the research on wireless networks, the protocol interference model and the physical interference model are often
used to formulate the interference. In the protocol interference model, the transmission of an edge is blocked if one
of its conflict edges is active. On the other hand, simultaneous transmissions are admitted in the physical interference model as long as the signal-to-interference and noise
ratio (SINR) at the receiver is larger than a threshold. We
adopt the later model in this work. Therefore, the transmission on e can successfully be performed, if and only if
PS ðeÞ
 TSINR ;
e Þ þ N0
e2ðeÞ PI ð

SINRðeÞ ¼ P

ð1Þ

where PS ðeÞ denotes the signal power received by v2 , N0 is
the environment noise, and PI ð
eÞ denotes the interference
power caused by e and received by v2 . For a given edge e, the
edges in ðeÞ may cause interference of different intensity on
e. We define the intensity of interference as follows:
Definition 4. If e is in the potential conflict edge of e, the
interference factor between e and e is the ratio between the
power input to the transmitting antenna of e and the power
received by the receiving antenna of e on the same channel.
The interference factor can be computed according to
Friis transmission equation as shown in (2), where PPrt is the
ratio of the power received by the receiving antenna Pr and
power input to the transmitting antenna Pt ; Gt and Gr are
the antenna gains of the transmitting and receiving
antennas, respectively;  is the wavelength and R is the
distance; and the exponent  is typically in the range of 2 to
5 as an estimation to the pass-loss effect:


Pr
 
¼ Gr Gt
:
ð2Þ
4R
Pt
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For simplicity, we assume that all the antennas have the
same gain. If e ¼ ð
v1 ; v2 Þ is the conflict edge of e, the power
of interference caused by e is expressed with (3), where
Rðe; eÞ denotes Rð
v1 ; v2 Þ:
e; eÞ ¼
PI ð

Gt Gr  Pt ð
eÞ
:
ð4Þ Rðe; eÞ

ð3Þ

Let CI ¼ ðGt Gr  Þ=ð4Þ . The interference factor between e and e can be expressed with
Ið
e; eÞ ¼

CI
:
Rðe; eÞ

ð4Þ

Similar to the computation of the interference factor, the
signal power received by v2 can also be computed with the
Friis equation. In short, the SINR of e can be expressed with
(5), where RðeÞ denotes Rðv1 ; v2 Þ:
CI Pt ðeÞ=RðeÞk
:
e; eÞPt ð
e Þ þ N0
e2ðeÞ Ið

SINRðeÞ ¼ P

ð5Þ

SINR is not only the necessary condition of a successful
transmission but also the factor that has an impact on the
data rate of wireless links. For example in 802.11, coding
and modulation are selected based on SINR and, thus, lead
to different data rates. This mechanism is based on Shannon
theorem, as given in (6), where Capacity is the upper bound
of the data rate and B is the channel bandwidth:
Capacity ¼ B log2 ð1 þ SINRÞ:

ð6Þ

We assume that the data rate of e is proportional to its
capacity and that all the channels have the same bandwidth
B. The data rate can be calculated with (7), where  is the
ratio between capacity and data rate:

B log2 ð1 þ SINRðeÞÞ if SINRðeÞ  TSINR
rðeÞ ¼
ð7Þ
0
otherwise:

4

SCHEDULING MECHANISM

Based on the aforementioned modeling of wireless DCN,
we propose a centralized scheduling mechanism for
wireless transmissions. When acquiring information, we
adopt a popular management model of OpenFlow [26] for
our central controller to gather flow statistics from all the
servers in a way similar to [27], [28], [29]. Openflow can
help achieve effective centralized scheduling for large data
centers with low overhead as shown in [27], [29].
By implementing the OpenFlow protocol, switches in
DCN can both get statistics of flows and open a secure
channel to the central controller. So injection of a new flow or
completion of a transmission can be detected and signaled to
the central controller, and up-to-date traffic distributions can
also be estimated and sent to the central controller. Then, a
periodical or trigger-based schedule mechanism can be used
to tackle the congestion problem. As we mainly focus on the
distribution of hot nodes, we can trigger scheduling when a
new hot node is observed (i.e., the aggregate flow rate of a
node grows beyond a specified threshold). We call this
mechanism hot-node-based triggering. Periodical scheduling
can help balance the workload in DCN at a regular interval,
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while hot-node-based triggering can adapt to the dynamism
of the workload more effectively.
The scheduling mainly consists of two parts: the first
step is to construct a wireless transmission graph based on
the traffic information; and the second one is to perform
channel allocation in the wireless transmission graph. We
provide the details of the two steps in this section.

4.1 Constructing a Wireless Transmission Graph
Selecting transmissions to construct the edge set. At the
beginning of each scheduling procedure, the central
controller converts the traffic demands to a digraph for
latter scheduling. Efforts should be made to reduce the size
of the channel allocation problem as there are thousands of
concurrent flows in DCN. First, we select flows belonging to
those hot nodes with a high priority. It is the high traffic of
sparse hot nodes that causes congestion and puts off the
completion of a job. Therefore, limited wireless channel
resources should be used to serve these hot spots to solve
the congestion problem. Second, flows whose distance
between the source and the destination is beyond the valid
range of the wireless transmissions (about 10 m for 60-GHz
communications) are removed. It is impossible for the
wireless antennas to perform the transmission on these long
edges, so we do not need to consider the interference issue
for them. Note that the nodes on these long edges will
remain in the graph if they are involved in other short edges
and the potential interference on these nodes will still be
considered by setting up the conflict edge sets for those
short edges.
Some flows are precluded from scheduling while others
should be considered. For the requirement of continuity, the
on-going wireless transmissions should not be interrupted
so the corresponding edges should be included in the graph.
Assigning weight to the edges. The total throughput of the
network is usually taken as the metric of performance in
scheduling schemes. However, it is not the case for our
problem. As discussed above, nodes with a higher volume
of traffic usually finish their transmissions later due to the
limit of bandwidth and consequently, putting off the global
job completion time. Another fact is that some flows are
expected to experience much longer delay than others via
Ethernet because of the static topology and the routing
mechanisms. Under these conditions, it is obvious that
setting up wireless links for some flows is more profitable
than doing this for others.
We formalize this property as the utility of the flow, which
reflects the contribution to the global performance made by
transmitting the traffic via wireless links. In a wireless
transmission graph, each edge e is associated with a weight
uðeÞ that denotes the utility of the corresponding flow.
In this work, we employ network delay to estimate the
utility of a transmission. Intuitively, a flow with a high
network delay, caused by either congestion or a long wired
transmission path, is preferred in assigning channel
resources. Therefore, we define that the utility is directly
proportional to the network delay as (8), where dðeÞ is the
network delay of e and  is a positive coefficient. Note that
utility is nondimensional:
uðeÞ ¼ dðeÞ:

ð8Þ
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As long as each edge of the wireless transmission graph
is assigned with a weight, our approach can be applied to
generate a channel allocation scheme.

4.2 Channel Allocation Problem
After constructing the wireless transmission graph, the
controller needs to find a proper channel allocation scheme.
We formalize channel allocation as an optimization problem whose variable is the allocation scheme. In the
optimization objective, we employ the weighted throughput, defined in Definition 5, to estimate the impact of a
wireless transmission on the global performance.
Definition 5. The weighted throughput of a transmission is the
product of its throughput and its utility.
Let Eo denote the set of on-going wireless transmissions
and co ðeÞ denote the channel assigned to the on-going
transmission e. Let Es ðvÞ denote the set of edges whose
source point is v, and Ed ðvÞ be the set of edges whose
destination point is v. Based on the above analysis, we
derive the optimization problem of channel allocation as (9).
In (9), the first constraint provides the valid values for the
elements in S; the second one indicates that a transmission
can occupy no more than one channel; the third one ensures
that the number of active edges belonging to a node do not
exceed the number of its antennas; the last two constraints
keep the on-going transmissions active:
X
max
uðeÞrðeÞ
e2E

s:t:
Se;c 2 f0; 1g
X
Se;c  1

8e 2 E; 8c 2 C
8e 2 E

c2C

jfeje 2 ðEs ðvÞ [ Ed ðvÞÞ \ Ea gj  !ðvÞ
Se;co ðeÞ ¼ 1
SINRðeÞ  TSINR

8v 2 V
8e 2 Eo
8e 2 Eo :
ð9Þ

P
Let fðSÞ ¼ max e2E uðeÞrðeÞ. We can further convert (9)
to (10) by expressing the constraints with S. It is clear that
all the constraints are linear:
max fðSÞ
s:t:
Se;c 2 f0; 1g
X
Se;c  1
c2C
X
X

8e 2 E; 8c 2 C
8e 2 E
Se;c  !ðvÞ

8v 2 V

c2C e2Es ðvÞ[Ed ðvÞ

Se;co ðeÞ ¼ 1
X
Se;c Ið
e; eÞ 
e20 ðeÞ

8e 2 Eo
CI

No

RðeÞk TSINR Pt

8e 2 Eo :
ð10Þ

5

APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM

To handle the channel allocation problem, we design an
approximation algorithm based on a relaxation-rounding
technique [30]. The main idea is to address the original
integer optimization problem by solving another relaxed
problem. More specially, we first relax the 0-1 binary
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variable with real number variables ranging from 0 to 1. The
induced relaxed problem can be solved in polynomial time.
With the solution of the relaxed problem, we use a
rounding procedure to generate the solution to the original
problem. The processes of relaxation and rounding are
depicted as follows.

5.1 Relaxation
^ which
To relax (10), we introduce relaxation variables S,
^
satisfy Se;c 2 ½0; 1 for any ðe; cÞ in E  C, to substitute for
the variables S in (10). The relaxed problem is expressed as
(11). Note that the first constraint is different from that of
(10), providing the valid range of the relaxation variables:
^
max fðSÞ
s:t:
S^e;c 2 ½0; 1
X
S^e;c  1
c2C
X
X

8e 2 E; 8c 2 C
8e 2 E
S^e;c  !ðvÞ

8v 2 V

c2C e2Es ðvÞ[Ed ðvÞ

S^e;co ðeÞ ¼ 1
X
e; eÞ 
S^e;c Ið
e20 ðeÞ

8e 2 Eo
CI

No

k
RðeÞ TSINR Pt

8e 2 Eo :
ð11Þ

As all the constraints are linear equations, the optimal
solution of (11) can be found in polynomial time. Each
element in S^ denotes the tendency to assign a channel to a
certain edge.

5.2 Rounding
In this part, we derive the solution of (10) by rounding S^
with the algorithm proposed in. A bipartite graph is
constructed based on the solution of (11) and then
maximum weighted matching is performed on that graph
to generate the solution of (10).
€ ¼ ðU;
€ V€; E;
€ W
€ ðEÞÞ
€ denote the bipartite graph,
Let G
€
€
where U and V are two groups of nonadjacent nodes and
E€ denotes the set of edges. Each edge e€ 2 E€ is associated
€ ðEÞ
€ denotes the collection of wð€
with a weight wð€
€ eÞ and W
€ eÞ.
€ which denotes the transmissions in
First, we construct U,
the network. For each transmission e, we can estimate the
data rate of each transmission based on (5) and (7). Let r^ðeÞ
denote the estimated data rate of transmission e. Note that
in computing r^ðeÞ, we assume transmission e is assigned
with channel c as long as S^e;c > 0. Under this assumption,
each transmission is able to occupy multiple channels.
Although it is not the real case, the estimated results can be
referred to predict the contribution of each transmission to
the global weighted throughput. We arrange the elements
in E in the descending order of their estimated weighted
throughput. Let E 0 ¼ ðe01 ; e02 ; . . . ; e0n Þ denote the sorted
transmission sequence. For each element in E 0 , we add a
corresponding node to U€ sequentially. Let u€e denote the
node corresponds to the transmission e.
^ Let
Then, we create the nodes in V€ based on C and S.
P
^ cÞe. Each channel c corresponds to c
c ¼ d e2E Sðe;
nodes in V€, denoted by V€c ¼ f€
vc;1 ; v€c;2 ; . . . ; v€c;c g.
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With U€ and V€, we can set up edges between them. Let
e€e;c;i denote the edge between u€e and v€c;i . For each channel
c, if c  1, there is only one node v€c;1 in V€c . For each e
^ cÞ > 0, add edge e€e;c;1 to E€ and set wð€
€ ee;c;1 Þ
satisfying Sðe;
^
to Sðe; cÞ. Otherwise, if c > 1, there are multiple nodes in
V€c . Let ji denote the minimum number satisfying
Pji ^ 0
j¼1 Sðej ; cÞ  i. For j 2 fji1 þ 1; ji1 þ 2; . . . ; ji  1g, add
^ 0 ; cÞ; for e0 , add
edge e€e0j ;c;i to E€ and set its weight to Sðe
j
ji
P
i 1
€
edge e€e0j ;c;i and set its weight to 1  jj¼j
wð€
ee0j ;c;i Þ.
i1 þ1
i
Pi ^ 0
Especially, if jj¼1
Sðej ; cÞ > i, add edge e€e0j ;c;iþ1 and set its
Pi ^ 0
weight to jj¼1
Sðej ; cÞ  i.
€ we perform maximum weighted
After constructing G,
matching on the bipartite graph. Let E€M denote the results
€ set Sðe; cÞ to 1; then, all the
of matching. For each e€e;c;i 2 E,
unmodified elements in S are set to 0. Thus, we obtain the
solution of (10). Let Sa denote the solution attained by our
approximation approach and S  denote the optimal integer
solution of (10). We have the following theorem to estimate
the lower bound of Sa .
Theorem 1. fðSa Þ  12 fðS  Þ.
Proof. According to [30], the rounding result satisfying
^ in which fmin is the sum of the
fðSa Þ þ fmin  fðSÞ,
minimum transmission weighted throughput of each
channel and S^ is the optimal fraction solution of (11).
It is obvious that fðSa Þ  fmin . Therefore, we have
^  1 fðS  Þ.
u
t
fðSa Þ  12 fðSÞ
2
Theorem 1 indicates that the weighted throughput
achieved by the channel allocation scheme acquired with
our approximation algorithm is at least 1=2 of that of the
theoretical optimal scheme.

6

GENETIC ALGORITHM

In addition to the approximation approach, we employ
genetic algorithm to address the channel allocation. The
concept of genetic algorithm is to simulate the process of
natural evolution, in which the individuals with a higher
matching level are more likely to survive.
GA is widely used for optimization and has proved to be
better than some simple heuristic algorithms, such as
greedy search [23], [25]. It can reserve good local optimum
allocation schemes that are likely to be part of the global
allocation due to the limited interference range of wireless
transmission. On the other hand, GA performs well in
handling the traffic demand evolution. After the short
interval between two scheduling operations, the traffic
between a certain node pair would usually not experience
great change unless bursty traffic happens. Since the ratio of
bursty traffic is low [2], [3], for most node pairs, the traffic of
a period is strongly correlated with the previous period.
Therefore, the optimal scheme for the previous period is
expected to yield an ideal solution for the current period.
The convergence can be accelerated considerably by taking
the final generation of previous period as the initial
generation of current period. We define this approach as
inheriting GA search.
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Before presenting the detailed procedure, we first
describe the problem mapping and the design of the main
operators (selection, crossover, and mutation) of GA.
In our channel allocation problem, we denote the
channel assigned to a wireless link as a DNA. A channel
allocation scheme is taken as an individual. A group of
channel allocation schemes forms a generation. Let X denote
an individual and X
X denote a generation.
According to the problem mapping, the DNAs of an
individual can be encoded as an integer string. An
important issue in DNA encoding is whether it can
coordinate with the crossover operator to reserve the merits
of the parent individuals. Usually, the merits of a scheme
involve the channels assigned to a group of interfering
transmissions. In this work, we adopt the single-point
crossover. Therefore, the DNAs corresponding to the
interfering transmissions should be put together so that
the channels of these edges are easily preserved during
crossover. A feasible approach is to perform depth-firstsearch in the conflict graph and number each transmission
in order. The DNAs of the scheme can be encoded in the
ascending order of the number.
Selection. The basic idea of selection is to evaluate the
fitness of all the candidate individuals. In our channel
allocation problem, the fitter individual stands for the
scheme that achieves a higher total weighted throughput.
Therefore, we take the total weighted throughput as the
fitness function f. The roulette wheel selection is adopted as
the selection operator, where the selection probability of an
individual X in a generation X
X is proportional to its fitness
value fðXÞ. Each individual can be selected multiple times.
Thus, candidate individuals with lower fitness are more
likely to be eliminated.
Crossover. We adopt the single-point crossover in our
algorithm, in which two parent individuals are cut off at the
same point and the offsprings are produced by combing
different parts of the parent individuals together. To speed
up convergence, we introduce a greedy heuristic rule,
which tends to select the point that can generate offsprings
with the highest fitness. Note that not all the offsprings
generated by the single-point crossover are feasible solutions. The crosspoint is acceptable only if both offsprings
are feasible. For each pair of parent individuals, it takes
OðnÞ time to find the best crossover point.
Mutation. In GA, each generated offspring mutates at a
certain probability to turn into a new individual. The
mutation usually involves changing part of the DNAs. In
this work, we take the optimal solution in the neighborhood
of the original individual as the new individual so that the
mutation can encourage the convergence of the iteration.
The k-neighborhood (k 2 f1; 2; . . . ; ng) of a solution scheme X
is defined as the set of solutions in which each solution has
at most k elements that are unequal to the corresponding
elements in X. We just traverse the k-neighborhood of the
original individual and find the best one, which takes
OððnkÞjCjk Þ time. Similar to crossover, we should also ensure
the feasibility of the new solution in mutation.
Fig. 2 shows the details of the overall procedure of our
GA. In the algorithm, m feasible schemes are taken as the
initial generation. Typically, these schemes can be randomly
generated. Taking the final generation of the previous
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TABLE 1
Performance of GA versus Mutation Probability

Fig. 2. GA-allocation algorithm.

period as the current initial generation is an alternative
optimization. For each generation, we first compute the
selection probability of each individual in the current
generation based on their fitness. After that, selection is
executed based on the selection probability to get m new
individuals. These selected individuals are randomly
paired and crossover is performed over each pair. Each
offspring individual experiences the mutation at the
probability of pM . Then, these offspring individuals are
taken into the next iteration. The iteration is terminated if no
evolution occurs during the last l generations, where a
generation is considered evolutionary if the highest fitness
of its individuals is higher than that of the previous
generation. At last, the individual with the highest fitness
in the final generation is taken as the solution.

7

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
algorithm and the effectiveness of wireless transmissions
with a series of simulations. We first describe the details of
the scenario and the methodologies, and then analyze the
experiment result.

7.1 Evaluation Setup and Methodologies
The experiments are performed in a simulating data center
composed of 64 racks. Typically, each rack contains
20 servers, so there are more than 1,000 servers in total.
The racks are connected to 8-port switches and form a 3-tier
tree structure. The racks are arranged in grid with the
distances between two racks being 2 m. The data rate of
wired links is set to 1 Gbps and the propagation delay is set
to 2 s. The maximum number of channels is assumed to
be 4 according to the specifications of existing prototype
devices of 60-GHz communications [31].
With regard to the input of the network, we generate
inter-rack TCP traffic, whose distribution follows the
property that a small number of racks account for the
majority of the data, to mimic a real data center application.
Specifically, we mainly refer to two traffic demand matrices.
In the first matrix (denoted by M1 ), the traffic of hot nodes
are dominant (10 racks with 95 percent of the total traffic); it
is a typical unbalanced traffic demand matrix [6]. The
distribution of another matrix (denoted by M2 ) is a bit more
balanced, with 20 racks generating 70 percent of the total

data. Both the input traffic matrices are randomly generated
according to the distributions. By employing the two traffic
matrices, we aim to explore the performance of our wireless
DCN scheme under different input traffic.
Our experiment mainly consists of three parts. In the first
part of the experiments, we study the performance of GA in
addressing the scheduling schemes. Since GA cannot
guarantee a performance bound, we investigate its optimality and convergence speed by measuring the fitness of the
optimal individual as well as the total number of generations
of the search. The algorithm is run 20 times to acquire the
average value of these two metrics. The impact of mutation
probabilities is studied and inheriting search is evaluated by
handling a sequence of evolving input traffic matrices. We
assume a low ratio (5 percent) of randomly selected node
pair may generate bursty traffic in the traffic evolution.
Furthermore, the weighted throughput achieved by both
GA and the approximation algorithms are evaluated under
different network parameters (input traffic, number of
channels, and number of antennas). To further investigate
the performance of our scheduling algorithm, we select a
representative scheduling algorithm GreedyPhysical [32] as
comparison. The GreedyPhysical algorithm is also based on
physical interference model and it schedules channel
resources in a greedy manner.
In the third part, we use the QualNet simulator to
construct the simulating DCN and emulate the data
transmissions in a real DCN to evaluate the effectiveness
of wireless DCN. To demonstrate the performance enhancement caused by utilizing wireless transmissions, we
compare the simulating results of wireless DCN with
Ethernet-based DCN.

7.2 Simulation Results
Table 1 lists the performance of our GA-based scheduling
over different mutation probabilities. As the probability
increases, the convergence speed also increases while the
fitness of the solutions falls. The phenomenon results from
the local optimal property of the mutation. In mutation, we
traverse a small neighborhood to find a better scheme.
Therefore, as the frequency of mutation grows, the
probability that the scheme becomes a local optimal
solution also increases. Consequently, although it speeds
up the convergence, converging to local optimal solution
rapidly probably leads to unsatisfactory solutions. As an
extreme example, if pm is 1, the algorithm degenerates to a
greedy heuristic. In short, selecting a proper mutation
probability is a tradeoff between the convergence speed and
the optimality of the solution.
Fig. 3 shows the performance of our algorithm in
handling traffic demand evolution. Compared with the
normal GA search, inheriting GA search not only takes a
shorter convergence time but also achieves a higher fitness.
Even if a few nodes randomly generate outburst traffic, the
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Fig. 3. Performance of GA in handling traffic demand evolution.

GA-based algorithm with inheriting search can still maintain high performance. The results indicate that inheriting
search benefits from the solutions of the previous search
because those solutions provide optimized channel allocation schemes for evolving traffic demands. Therefore,
inheriting GA search usually leads to a higher fitness and
a shorter convergence time than the normal GA search.
The comparison of the weighted throughput of the
GreedyPhysical algorithm as well as our scheduling algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4. In general, both the approximation algorithm and GA outperform the greedy algorithm and
the former achieves the highest weighted throughput. These
phenomena agree with the results of the network simulations. Moreover, the gaps among different scheduling
algorithms grow as channels and antennas increase. An
intuitive explanation is that the scheduling problem gets
more complex when more available wireless transmission
resources are provided. Thus, simple heuristics such as
greedy algorithms are prone to converge to a local optimal
solution and can hardly achieve a high performance.
Figs. 5a and 5b illustrate the job completion time of
WTUs under different input traffic demands. All the WTUs
are sorted in the descending order by the individual job
completion time and we only involve the top 20 WTUs in
the figures for the sake of visual clarity. As shown in these
figures, utilizing wireless transmissions reduces the job
completion time considerably; our scheduling algorithms
lead to better results than the GreedyPhysical algorithm and
the approximation algorithm especially does well in
accelerating the transmissions.
With regard to different traffic distributions, only a small
number of WTUs experience a long job completion time

Fig. 4. Weighted throughput over channels and antennas; GR, GA, and
AP correspond to the GreedyPhysical algorithm, our genetic algorithm
and approximation algorithm, respectively.

Fig. 5. Job completion time of wireless DCN; None denote the test case
that only leverage Ethernet.

under M1 , while the other WTUs complete their jobs rapidly
because those hot servers generate the majority of the
traffic. Thus, assigning wireless links to those WTUs can
significantly reduce the completion time. Yet, it is notable
that the flows that do not belong to hot nodes can also
benefit from wireless transmissions even if there is no
wireless link assigned to them because wireless transmissions decrease the traffic load on the Ethernet. That explains
why the network can benefit a lot from wireless under a
relatively balanced traffic M2 .
Figs. 5c and 5d further demonstrate the reduction of job
completion time at the flow-level. We select 50 flows that
experience the longest completion time. These curves are
similar to those in the previous figures, in which wireless
reduces the overall completion time and our scheduling
algorithms outperform the GreedyPhysical algorithm.
In addition to the job completion time, we also take
throughput as another metric of performance. Since
different flows have different transmission times, we
define the throughput of a flow as the ratio between its
traffic and job completion time. Fig. 6 shows the distributions of the throughput of all the test cases. We only
involve the 50 flows with the highest traffic in the figures
because the throughput of some small flow appear to be
very high due to the short completion time and appending
the results of those small flows to the figure affects the
visual clarity. The flows are arranged in the descending
order by their throughput.
On the whole, the throughput of a large number of
flows benefits a lot from wireless transmissions. With
regard to different scheduling algorithms, a certain flow
does not necessarily get a higher throughput in a better
scheduling because the data rate of wireless links varies
based on the interference. Thus, the throughputs of some
flows under our GA appear to be lower than that under the
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